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Model 9401 Blow Gun

The design of our blow gun makes it comfortable to hold and 
includes a convenient hang-up hook. Model 9401 has a 1/4” NPT 
(F) inlet thread and a 1/8” NPT (F) outlet thread. Includes a Model 
1200 Adjustable Nozzle. 

We incorpora t e  t he  proven Trans vec t or®
amplifica t ion pr inc iple  in our  nozzle  and 
je t  des igns . When compres s ed a ir  ent e rs  
t he  nozzle  or  je t , it  fills  a  chamber  wit h 
only one exit  pa t h - a  .0 0 2 ” (.0 5 1 mm) 
annula r  or ifice . As  a ir  pas s es  t hr ough 
t his  or ifice , it  acce le ra t es  t o 1 0 0 0  fee t  
(3 0 4 .8 m) per  s econd and ent ra ins  fr ee  
s ur rounding a ir  as  it  exit s . The res ult  is  
a ir flow volume up t o 2 5  t imes  more  t han 
t he  compres s ed a ir  s upplied.
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Whether the installation is for cooling, cleaning, drying or 
parts movement, there’s an energy-saving Nozzle or Jet for 
your application. Various nozzle models come in low or high 
thrust versions with threaded or pre-mounted configurations. 
Nozzles mounted on copper tubing can be easily bent, and 
for adjustable positioning, our flexible hose mounted versions 
will maintain their position under full line pressure. Our nozzle 
Models #1200 and #1200SS have fully adjustable thrust 
performance and can be easily disassembled for cleaning if 
necessary. These threaded-end nozzles can be used in 

conjunction with a 12” positionable hose by specifying our #1204E Flexible 
Shaft Extension. 

When the utmost air blowoff is needed, our largest nozzle, the Model #1220 
Max Thrust, is a powerful cleaning and drying tool. While versatile for many 
uses, most popular applications involve the construction trades for clearing 
debris or moisture from large surfaces such as roofs and pavement. 

Meet OSHA specifications for  noise and dead-end pr essur e 

ITW Vortec Nozzles and Jets will significantly reduce compressed air usage 
and noise, but even further steps can be taken to conserve energy. Many 
conventional blowoffs use too much air, and consequently create excessive 
noise. For best results, pressure regulators are recommended to adjust to the 
minimum necessary air required to do the job. A regulator will isolate the 
blowoff Nozzle or Jet performance from the typical fluctuations in plant air 
pressure, and allows optimum blowoff adjustment setting for variations in parts. 

Blowing at small targets with large air streams often wastes 
compressed air as well. Resulting blowby is useless and can be 
harmful when it is reflected backward carrying debris. Often, one 
large open tube jet can be replaced with a few small Nozzles or 
Jets. This set up takes full advantage of amplification and creates 
an opportunity to design an air spray pattern optimized to the 
shape of the target. 

Our technical service personnel can provide additional 
suggestions and assist you with your project, from a single 

nozzle sizing request to 
designing a plant-wide, 

compressed air savings 
program.


